Abstract
Introduction
Multi-level sequential pattern mining is based on different categories and different levels, which can extract sequential pattern not only at the leaf nodes of the bottom level, but also at any other level. The fuzzy set theory applied to the multi-level sequential pattern mining has been studied and proposed FMSM algorithm and CROSS-FMSM [1] algorithm, and emphasized the importance of encoding [1] [2] . However, The general encoding approach is sequential encoding layer by layer, namely, using the parent node code as a code prefix encode for each node from left to right level by level, when the nodes are more, it will appear the non-unique coding. And so far all the algorithms of the multi-level sequential pattern mining find frequent patterns just according to frequency, but in the real applications items have different importance such as price, profit and so on, therefore the weight constraint involved to the entire mining process is crucial and then the weighted sequential pattern mining becomes a hotspot of research. The paper [3] first proposed the concept of the weighted sequential pattern, and the algorithm WSpan was implemented by using a minimum weight threshold, but because the MaxW that is the maximum weight of the sequence database be applied to each item uniformly in the mining process, if MaxW=1, then the whole algorithm basically mine sequential pattern using the algorithm PrefixSpan [4] , and then extract the weighted sequential pattern from the result set of the patterns, but In general, the weights need to normalization(0≤weight≤1), then the first part of the WSpan algorithm just likes no weight involved into the mining process, and The algorithm determines whether a weighted sequence is a frequent pattern based on the weight of a single item rather than the overall weight of a sequence, which cannot reflect the importance of entire sequence, therefore, the paper [5] presented the algorithm MWSP(Mining Algorithm for Weighted Sequential Pattern) which can find the weighted sequential patterns with the higher weigh of the entire sequence. However, the algorithm is based on the candidate generation-and-test approach which easily generates the situation of candidate combinatorial explosion during the mining process and the time-spatial complexity of the algorithm gradually increased and possessed lower performance gradually with the increasing of the length of the sequence database. For the above shortcomings, this paper presents the algorithm PMWSM(Prime encoding Based Multi-level Weighted Sequential Patterns Mining) which utilizes prime encoding that can exactly express the hierarchical information, also can facilitate the identification of the parent-child relationship [6] between different levels and proves that just one step of division operation will decide the parent-child relationship and introduces the concept of K-minimum weighted support count to push weight constraint into the multi-level sequential pattern mining, uses the principle of prefix projection database to avoid the occurrence of candidate combinatorial explosion, and takes full advantage of the minimum weighted support count to optimize the algorithm. The experimental results show that the algorithm PMWSM can not only reflect the overall weight of the sequence but also the weight is involved into the mining process and more effective than the algorithm MWSP on mining multi-level weighted sequential patterns from the sequence database.
Basic Concepts
Given a sequence database SDB＝{S 1 ,S 2 ,…,S n }, which is a set of tuples <sid,S>, where S is a sequence and sid is the sequence identifier. And the size of the SDB, |SDB|, is the total number of sequences in the sequence database.
Definition 1 Given a sequence α=<a 1 ,a 2 …a n > and another sequence β=<b 1 ,b 2 ,…,b m >（n≤m）, if there exist an integer 1≤j 1 <…<j n ≤m such that a 1  b j1 , a 2  b j2 , … , a n  b jn , then αis contained in β, denoted as α  β, that is, αis a subsequence of β, and βis a super sequence of α.
Definition 2 Taxonomy Structure(TS) [1] . Let TS be a taxonomy structure with l+1 levels. Level t is the root level when t=0, is an internal level when 0<t<l, and is the leaf node level when t=l. At level t(0 ≤t≤l), each node represents a category when t≠l, or an item when t=l. Figure 1 is a taxonomy structure which is a tree showing the relationship of concepts from the atomic items to the most generalized categories. At level 0 that is the uppermost category, Living Goods, contains two sub-categories, Diet and Home which are both at level 1. And at level 2, the Diet category has two sub-categories, Food and Drink, and the Home category has three sub-categories, and so on; the level 3 is leaf node level, and in order to save space we use letters to represent items. 
Definition 3
The weight of a sequence which has the items with weights is equal to the sum of the weights of all items, and in the above TS, the weight of the internal node is equal to the average value of the weights of its child nodes.
Given a weighted sequence S =(s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s m ), and the itemset is I={i 1 ， i 2 ，...,i n }, of which s j =(v j1 ,v j2 ,…,v jt ), j∈{1,…, m},t =|s j |, W (v jk ) is the weight of the item v jk ,k∈{1,…,t}, then the sequence S is defined as: [4] . Given a weighted sequence α= 〈 e 1 ,e 2 ,…,e n 〉 (where each e i corresponds to a frequent element in the weighted sequence database SDB), a sequence β=〈e 1 Definition 7 Weighted Suffix [4] . Given a sequence α=〈e 1 ,e 2 ,…,e n 〉(where each e i corresponds to a frequent element in the weighted sequence database SDB). Let β=〈e 1 ', e 2 ',…,e m '〉(m≤n)be the prefix of α. Sequence γ=〈e m ", e m+1 ,…,e n 〉is called the weighted suffix of α with regards to prefix β, denoted as γ=α/β, where e m "=(e m -e m '). Note, if e m "is not a subsequence of α, the weight suffix of α with regards to β is empty.
Definition 6 Weighted Prefix
Definition 8 Weighted Projected database [4] . Let αbe a weighted sequential pattern in a weighted sequence database D. The α-projected database, denoted as D| α , is the collection of suffixes of sequences in D with regards to prefix α.
The algorithm for multi-level weighted sequential pattern mining based on prime encoding

prime encoding in taxonomy structure
To be able to carry out multi-level sequential pattern mining, we need to use a encoding method to encode for each node of a taxonomy structure (TS), and the encoding method shall be satisfied: (1)to express the level of the node is located (2)can be easily to come to the parent-child relationship. Therefore, we used prime encoding method for encoding TS nodes. 1, however, 60＝2*2*3*5, which is not a square-free integer, because whose prime factor 2 has multiplicity 2.
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Definition 10 Factor Cardinality ||X||. For any X∈G, whose prime factors are p 1 ,p 2 ,…,p m , then the number m is the factor cardinality of X, denoted as ||X||=m; for example, ||30||＝||2*3*5||=3.
Let||1||＝0, because 1 is has no prime factors. We can use the factor cardinality to express the level of the node is located.
Definition 11 Prime Encoding. Throughout the whole TS encoding process, we use the breadth-first traversal method, namely, for each node a, the encoding is the value of the father node encoding multiply by the prime which never allocate in upper level nodes and left brother node, denoted as encode (a).
Theorem 1 For any two nodes a and b in TS with prime encoding, the node a is the ancestor of node b if and only if encode(b) mod encode(a)=0. Proof First of all to prove their adequacy. Because the node a is the ancestor of node b, then supposed encode (a) = A, p 1 ,p 2 ,…,p n are prime factors, node b is n-generation child of node a, according to the Definition 7, we know that the encoding of the 1-generation child is A*p 1 , and the encoding of the 2-generation child is A*p 1 * p 2 , and then the encoding of the n-generation is Ａ*p 1 *p 2 *…*p n , that is, encode (b)=Ａ*p 1 *p 2 *...*p n , apparently encode (b) mod encode (a) = 0.
Next to prove their necessity. Since encode(b) mod encode(a) = 0,we suppose that encode(b) = P*encode(a) and P=p 1 *p 2 *…*p n , then according to the Definition 7, for node b, the encoding of the 1-generation ancestor is p 1 *p 2 *…*p n-1 *encode(a), the encoding of the 2-generation ancestor is p 1 *p 2 *…*p n-2 *encode(a), and the encoding of the n-generation ancestor is encode(a), and because the principle of the encoding method is to assign to a prime which never allocate in upper level nodes and left brother node, so in the same level can not be repeated for any two nodes, and they cannot exist division relation, and therefore the encode(a) is just the encoding of node a, and the node a is the ancestor of the node b.
Because of the special nature of 1, we use it as the encoding of the root at the top level. And then applied the prime encoding to the Figure 1 , we get the encoded TS, shown in Figure 2 . By the Define 12, if the support count of a sequence is lower than the minimum weighted support count, then the algorithm will prune the sequence in the mining process.
Definition 13 K-Minimum Weighted Support Count. For any l-sequence s（k<l）which contains k-sequence, the maximum weight of which is MaxW(s',l) = W(s')+(l-k) * MaxW; if the sequence s is frequent then the minimum weighted support count of which is minSC(s',l)=minwsup*|SDB|/ MaxW(s',l)= minwsup*|SDB|/ (W(s')+(l-k)*MaxW), denoted as k-minimum weighted support count with regards to k-sequence s'. To ensure that the sequence s may be frequent, we get the ceiling of the number. Example 1. For the Table 1 and the Table 2 , let minwsup=0.8, then the k-minimum weighted support count of the 4-sequence with regards to 2-sequence <ab> is minSC(<ab>,4)= 0.8*8 /((0.2+0.3) +(4-2)* 0.9) =2.78≈3.
By the Example 1 and the Definition 11, the algorithm can prune a k-sequence s if and only if the support count of the sequence s is lower than the k-minimum weighted support count.
Multi-level weighted sequential pattern algorithm(PMWSM)
In this paper, we propose the PMWSM algorithm (Prime encoding Multi-level Weighted Sequential Patterns Mining) which is based on the prefix projected sequential pattern growth approach and recursively mine the patterns in the encoded projected sequence database level by level from top to bottom. Since the level 0 only has one node, we ignore it. Therefore, the algorithm begins at the level 1, ending at the bottom level.
If applied a smaller support threshold at higher level, then it will generate a large number of useless patterns, or no interest patterns for the user, therefore, this paper applied to different levels with different support thresholds, and from the bottom level to the and top level the support threshold is gradually increasing.
Before showing the algorithm PMWSM, firstly this paper takes on the sub algorithm RePMWSM, which the algorithm PMWSM need to call. The algorithm RePMWSM is described as follows: Since the algorithm discovers patterns in encoded database, we need apply the prime encoding to the Table 1 , and then we get the encoded sequence database, shown in Table 3 and next we changed  the item weight Table 2 to node weight table, shown in Table 4 .
Throughout the whole mining process, for the bottom nodes, leaf nodes, the algorithm just match the encoded database with the leaf node encoding, and for the upper level nodes, inner nodes, it just need one step of division operation to match the encoded database with the node encoding. At first, the algorithm scans the encoded projected database once, finds each item and its support count level by level from top to bottom, and the MaxL and |SDB|, and then calculates the minSC by the above parameters, next compares the support count and minSC to prune some obvious infrequent sequences, and then contrast weighted support to find frequent patterns to store into WFS and tempS [1] . Next, the algorithm calculates the K-minimum weighted support count minSC(item, MaxL) of the item which is infrequent but its super sequences maybe frequent, if the value is lower than the support count of the item, then we put the item into tempS [1] ,and then the algorithm calls the sub algorithm RePMWSM to finally extract all the weighted frequent sequential patterns. Table 3 and Table4，the mining process of the bottom level using the algorithm PMWSM is described as follows:
First of all, the algorithm scans the SDB once, and obtains ｛ <130>:7, <170>:6, <182>:7, <238>:7,<195>:8, <255>:1, <273>:1, <315>:1｝，MaxL=6，｜SDB|=8,and MaxW=0.9, and then minSC(s)= 0.7*8/(0.9*6)=1.04≈2. Since the support count of <255>,<273>,<315> is lower than 2， the algorithm prunes them directly. Next, the algorithm calculates the supports of the remain items as follo ： WSup(<130>)=0.2*7/8=0.175; WSup(<170>)=0.3*6/8=0.225; WSup(<182>)=0.6*7/8=0.525; WSup(<23 8 >) = 0.7*7/8=0.6125; WSup(<195>)=0.9*8/8=0.9; After comparing to minwsup [3] ,just <195> is up to the threshold, then put the <195> into WFS and tempS [3] to ready for extending，and then calculates the 1-minimum weighted support counts of the remain items as follow: minSC(<130>,6)= 0.7*8/(0.2+(6-1)*0.9)=1.19≈2; minSC(<170>,6)= 0.7*8/(0.3+(6-1)*0.9)=1.17≈2; minSC(<182>,6)= 0.7*8/(0.6+(6-1)*0.9)=1.1≈2; minSC(<238>,6)= 0.7*8/(0.7+(6-1)*0.9)=1.08≈2;
Next, the algorithm finds that all values are lower than their support counts respectively, then their super sequences may be frequent, therefore they are also be stored into tempS [3] ={<130>, <170>,<182>, <238>,<195>}，and then the algorithm calls the algorithm RePMWSM. Here, we take <130> as a example to show the mining process of the algorithm RePMWSM. 
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Experimental results and analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed by this paper, we implement the PMWSM algorithm using C++ language, and carry on the experiments in the randomly generated sequence data set on a computer with 2.11GHz CPU and 2GB main memory using the Windows XP operating system.
In this study, we compare the algorithms PMWSM and MWSP. Firstly, the runtimes of the algorithms with different support threshold applied the same sequence dataset, and the results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows that in the case of the sequence data set and other parameters are fixed, the time complexity of the algorithms gradually reduced with the increasing of minwsup. And we can know that the algorithm proposed by this paper are better than the algorithm MWSP, because of comparing to the algorithm MWSP, the algorithm PMWSP needn't scan original database more times, and using the method of the minimum weighted support count to save a lot of time.
Next, the experiment tests the scalability of the algorithms with the minimum support threshold (minwsup =6%) and other parameters fixed. With the changes in the length of the sequence database, performed by the two algorithms the time changes, as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows that in the case of the minimum support threshold(minwsup=6%) and other parameters are fixed, the time complexity of the two algorithms gradually reduced with the increasing of minwsup, the time complexity of the two algorithms gradually increased with the increasing of the length of the sequence database, but is approximately linear.
All in all, the algorithm PMWSM presented by this paper is clearly better than the algorithm MWSM, and the algorithm PMWSM can find the sequential patterns with different levels, but also reflect the importance of entire sequence. 
Conclusions
The sequential pattern mining is an active and important part of the data mining, which has broad application prospect. The multi-level sequential pattern mining and the weighted sequential pattern mining are both new direction of the sequential pattern mining and hotspot of research. Since the prime encoding is a novel, easy to understand encoding method, in this paper, we utilize prime encoding and prove that just one step of division operation will decide the parent-child relationship between different levels, present PMWSM which introduces the concept of K-minimum weighted support count to push weight constraint into the multi-level sequential pattern mining, uses the principle of prefix projection database to avoid the occurrence of candidate combinatorial explosion, and takes full advantage of the minimum weighted support count to optimize the algorithm. The experimental results show that the algorithm PMWSM can not only reflect the overall weight of the sequence but also the weight is involved into the mining process and more effective than the algorithm MWSP on mining multi-level weighted sequential patterns from the sequence database.
